
NEW! FORGET ME NOT
All the promise and memory of summer is found in the lively 
blue of a forget-me-not, a message of long, sweet days and 
warm heady nights. Genuine Scottish wildflowers picked 
on the Isle of Arran are carefully preserved and framed in 
silver for a shining reflection of summer glories. Pendant on 
18" chain. Handcrafted in Scotland, each with a note of date 
picked and preserved.
J10674  Forget-Me-Not Earrings  $77
J20952  Forget-Me-Not Pendant  $72

NEW! THE SKY’S THE LIMIT
EXCLUSIVE! Cerulean blue skies 
extending forever, 
a meadow full of 
wildflowers—
your daydreams of a 
perfect summer’s day. 
The delight of a day 
of sun and fresh air 
infuses this skirt, simple 
wildflowers on a field of 
big-sky blue. Fitted yoke 
angles into a romantic 
full, sweeping skirt. 
Approx. 37" long. 
Imported. Rayon; 
hand wash. Sizes 
S-XL.
A50318  Summer  
        Sky Skirt  $45

MAGICAL PORTAL
You may not see the fairies 
coming and going, but 
they will appreciate your 
invitation. Put this fairy 
door against any wall for a 
portal to a magical realm 
of imagination. Suitable for 
indoor or outdoor use. 4¾" 
x 4¾". 
D40072  Blue Fairy Door  $20

ELUSIVE 
BLUE 
EXCLUSIVE! The 
butterfly is the jewel of the 
air, bringing unexpected color and delight. The rarest shade 
is blue—the morpho butterfly is not itself blue, but appears 
that way in the sunlight. This jewelry captures the elusive 
color of the blue butterfly in cloisonné enamel on sterling 
silver. Necklet with Swarovski crystal accents adjusts 16-20"; 
coordinating post earrings.
J10377  Blue Butterfly Earrings  $27
J20529  Blue Butterfly Necklet  $90

actual size
actual size

FAIRY WHISPERS
This magical fairy has a message just for you. 
Silver vine wraps around your ear, positioning 
the fairy to whisper her secret. Ear wrap adjusts 
to fit; post on bottom anchors the lower end. 
For left ear only. Pewter; handcrafted in UK.
J10556  Pewter Fairy Ear Wrap  $35

NEW! A FLUTTER OF BUTTERFLIES
Your spirit flutters lightly on a breeze as you dance among the wildflowers. 
Floaty butterfly skirt brings the essence of bright days and carefree frolics. 
Wide smocked waistband features a tie and wooden buckle. Approx. 
30" long. Imported. Cotton; handwash. One size, waistband stretches to 
approx. 38".
A50251  Butterflies Skirt  $39

actual size

UNFORGETTABLE
A wreath of blue forget-me-nots 

sparkles memorably with 
blue crystals. Delicately- 
tinted enameled flowers 
and leaves on brass stems. 
2" diameter brooch.

J60043  Forget-Me-Nots   
                    Crystal Brooch  $22

NEW! FIND YOUR WAY
Sweet blossoms beckon you to find your own way down a hidden path. 
Hand-painted, etched and cutout flowers adorn these closed-back 
sandals, trimmed in colorful leather. Leather upper; cork sole with 

comfort-padded insole and traction outsole. Velcro closure; 
decorative metal buckle. 2" heel, ¾" platform. 

European (U.S.) sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37 
(6½-7), 38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 40 (9), 41 (9½-10), 

42 (10½ -11).
B70094  Sweet Blossoms Sandals  $90

FAIRY LORE
Weighty tomes for a little 
fairy. Contemplative fairy sits 
atop books titled “Peace” 
and “Love,” planning ways to 
use her new knowledge. 4½" 
high. Bronze finish. 
D21171  Fairy on Books  $21

NEW! GIFT OF THE FAIRY
A sweet vintage-design fairy, in artfully draping gown, sits with 
airy wings at rest, holding a bouquet and contemplating where 
to best leave it as a gift. 22k gold-plated fairy, accented with 
faceted rose-quartz gem. Chain with faux-pearl beads is 30", 
no fastener. Handcrafted in USA by Lynn Olander.
J21075  Vintage Fairy on Beaded Chain  $72

actual size

NEW! IN FULL BLOOM
Even the brightest sun won’t 

wilt a flower in full bloom. Stay 
cool and breezy as a flower in this 

light crinkle-cotton top. Swingy 
A-line shape with V-neck and 

curved hem bring airy comfort 
and nice drape, long row of 
tagua-nut buttons adds a trim 
vertical line. Imported. Cotton; 

machine wash.  
One size. 

A tantalizing array of fringes and 
ruffles swings and waves on this lively 

scarf. Crinkled gauze, in ombre tones of 
mauve, teal and lilac, is trimmed with fringe and highlighted 
with ribbons of gathered ruffles. Approx. 76" from end to end. 
Handmade; expect variations.
A60516  Button-Front Swing Top  $42
B30126  Multi-Ruffly Dip-dyed Scarf  $27
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